Spot
Sit. Scoot. Go!

A guide for your ride.

Model: JSPOT-RED | JSPOT-GRN
JSPOT-BLU | JSPOT-PNK
Remember to be safe and most importantly, have fun!
What’s in the Box

1. Handlebar
2. Twist Lock
3. Stem
4. Tube
5. Seat
6. Folding Mechanism
7. Front Wheel
8. Deck
9. Rear Foot Brake
10. Rear Wheel

Specs & Features

• Weight Limit: (Seat) Up to 55 lb. (Scooter) Up to 90 lb.
• Product Weight: 7.5 lb.
• Wheel Size: 5” (Front); 3” (Rear)
• Recommended Age: 3+
• Handlebar Height: 27.5” - 32.3”
• Deck Size: 14” x 6.5”
• Product Dimensions Unfolded: 22.5” x 11.5” x 27.5”
• Product Dimensions Folded: 25” x 11.5” x 20.5”
1. Get Started

1.1 Adjusting the Handlebar

Open the Twist Lock

Lift the Tube up

Press the Push Button in

Lift the Handlebar up

Lower the Tube

When you hear the Push Button click, close the Twist Lock to lock the Handlebar in place. Make sure the Handlebar is secure.

*Adults must assist children in the initial assembly and adjustment procedures to fold/unfold product and adjust handlebar to height.
1.2 Folding / Unfolding the Spot

1.3 Using the Brake

Press down to come to a complete stop.

2. Make Moves

2.1 Riding the Spot

- Sit on the Seat to scoot around.
- Always face the Handlebar while riding.
- Turn the Handlebar to the left or right to make turns.
- Lift the Seat up to stand and scoot.
CLEANING THE SPOT
To clean the Spot, carefully wipe with a damp cloth, then dry with a dry cloth. Do not use water to clean the Spot, this may damage the frame.

STORAGE
• Store the Spot indoors, in a dry place.
• Cover the Spot to protect against dust.

FEW MUST-DO’S
• Keep the Spot away from fire and excessive heat.
• Avoid intense physical shock, severe vibration, or impact.
• Please ride the Spot on a smooth, flat surface.
• Protect from water or moisture.
• Contact Jetson Customer Support if there are any issues with the Spot.

MODIFICATIONS
Do not attempt to disassemble, modify, repair, or replace the product or any components of the unit without instruction from Jetson Customer Support. This will void any warranty, and can lead to malfunctions which may cause injury.

ADDITIONAL OPERATION CAUTIONS
Do not lift the product off the ground while the wheels are in motion. This can result in freely spinning wheels, which may cause injury to yourself or others nearby. Do not jump on or off the product, and do not jump while using it.
Safety Warnings

- Before use, please read the user manual and safety warnings carefully, and make sure you understand and accept all the safety instructions. The user will be responsible for any accidents or damage caused by the user's use.
- Before each cycle of operation, the operator shall perform the pre-operation checks specified by the manufacturer. That all guards and pads originally supplied by the manufacturer are in proper place; and in serviceable condition; That the braking system is functioning properly; That any and all axle guards, chain guards, or other covers or guards supplied by the manufacturer are in place and in serviceable condition. That the braking system is functioning properly; That any and all axle guards, chain guards, or other covers or guards supplied by the manufacturer are in place and in serviceable condition. That the braking system is functioning properly; That any and all axle guards, chain guards, or other covers or guards supplied by the manufacturer are in place and in serviceable condition.

DISPOSAL OF USED BATTERY

This product can expose you to a chemical such as Chromium that is known to the state of California to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov/product
Enjoying the ride?

Leave a review on ridejetson.com/reviews or share your photos with us online using the #RideJetson hashtag!

Questions? Let us know.

support.ridejetson.com

Hours of Operation: 7 Days a Week, 10am-6pm
US 1-(888) 976-9904 | UK +44 (0)33 0838 2551

www.ridejetson.com

Follow us @ridejetson
#MakeMoves
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